WHAT IS STANDARD DOOR PREPARATION
STANDARD DOOR PREPARATION FOR DOOR KNOB OR LEVER HANDLE
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Most interior doors are prepped with a single boor hole. The Bore
hole is the large diameter hole where the door knob is mounted. The

standard sized bore hole is 2 1/8” in diameter. Through the edge of the
door there is a 1” cross bore that extends from the edge of the door
through the bore hole. This cross bore is where the latch is installed.
In addition to the two cross bores, a door can be prepped for different
types of latches.

(23/8” or 23/4”)

ROUNDED CORNER FACEPLATE LATCHES
Rounded corner faceplate latches are very common. The faceplates
give the latch a quality look and hold the latch securely in the door.
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These faceplates are 2 1/4” in height and 1” wide with about an 1/8”
radius on the corners. Many door shops will use a router jig to prep the
door for you so that all you have to do is install the latch. If your doors
are not prepped this way, but you want a faceplate, we recommend
purchasing locks with square corner faceplates below as it is much
easier to chisel out square corners than rounded.

SQUARE CORNER FACEPLATE LATCHES
Square corner faceplates are the same size as the rounded corner,
they just have square corners. If you want faceplates, but your door
is prepped for drive in latches you can easily prep your door for these
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using a 1” chisel. Just mark the area 1” wide and 2 1/4” tall centred

on the cross bore and chisel out about 1/8” depth of material. These
square corner faceplates give your door a refined clean look. If your
doors are prepped for radius corner faceplates, but you prefer square just chisel out the very corner, super easy to do.

Our Fortessa Door Levers sets come with a Square cornered latch
that can be adjusted from 2 3/8 to 2 3/4 to suit the required application.

